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Dear Friends and Fellow Republicans 

Yesterday afternoon, the Hero of New York City, Hizzhonor hisself, Rudy
Guiliani did give to us the news we have been wanting to hear for weeks now. 
That the Trump campaign will be filing a YUGE number of lawsuits against
different states where there has been evidence of massive voter fraud.  And
maybe most importantly, Guiliani did acknowledge what many of us have been
alleging ever since November 3, that there has been systemic voter fraud in
Virginia.   

Maybe more importantly, Guiliani also gave the nation a detailed explanation of
how voter fraud is carried out, and how for years the Democrats have been
able to get away with it.  For those of you who did not watch the press
conference, here it is.  The part where Virginia is mentioned is at the 30:40
mark.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_kkQKNOfbY 

Again if you can volunteer your time, please contact Ken Adams at
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kenadams@lumos.net.  Several of you have been very kind in reaching out to
Ken to see what can be done.  There are many volunteer opportunities here -
one only need take advantage of them.   

I want to thank RPV Chair Rich Anderson for his leadership in agreeing to call
for a full audit of the voting process in Virginia.   

You can tell that Rudy got to the liberal media - all they could talk about was the
fact he put too much dye in his hair.  They also did what they usually do, call
anyone who dares take them on a liar.  But the liberals were unable to give
much in the way of a rebuttal to Guiliani.  They know to do so, they would  be
exposed as the liars they really are.   

I am still optimistic that if a full recount of the states in question is done, Trump
will be our next President.  We all know this ultimately lays in the hands of the 9
black robed justices in Washington.   

COVID AND OUR GOVERNOR 

Late last week, our esteemed Governor decided to go backwards and partially
shut down the Virginia economy.  He called for a maximum limit of 25 people at
gatherings (exemptions for churches and schools), and this means outdoor as
well as indoor activities.  Aka Christmas parades are being canceled all over
Virginia.  At a time when we need fellowship and something to look forward to
the most, our esteemed Governor (note the sarcasm) is doing a great job of
being The Grinch Who is Trying to Steal Christmas.   

And before anyone comes out and says I'm a COVID denier, I've lost 3 people
close to me to the virus.  One was a former taxi driver of mine who I'd known
for 20 years.  Another was one of my constituents.  A 3rd was a supporter of
mine at the July convention.   

As a Member of the Strasburg Town Council, I am horrified at what this
Governor is doing to our civil liberties and to our collective psyche.  So I have
written a Nullification Resolution that the Town will be considering on November
30.   Two versions of this resolution have been introduced so far.   The original
version was loosely based on a resolution currently being considered in
Bedford.  Once it was clear to me that resolution had little chance of passing, a
2nd resolution was written (again by yours truly) 2 days ago and introduced to
the Town Manager/Attorney.  I am cautiously optimistic this resolution will pass
soon after the November 30 worksession.  Assuming this passes, Strasburg will
be the first Town in the Commonwealth to pass a resolution stating that the
Governor has no right to be destroying the state economy and causing the
mayhem that he is causing.  Especially when the numbers show that spread of
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this disease is not much affected by masks.  It also does not help when Dr.
Fauci tells everyone how to live their lives up to how to date and social
distance, but refuses to condemn those rioting  in the streets - calling that an
act of patriotism.   

Keep the faith.  God is in charge.  And pray for Rudy G, Sidney Powell, all who
are working tirelessly on behalf of Donald Trump.   

Thanks from the bottom of my heart to each of you for all the hard work you are doing, and

are going to do.  It is only with your help that we will take back Virginia!   

I remain your servant 

S John Massoud 

6th District Republican Party Chairman

Upcoming Events: 

December 5 - State Central Meeting - Republican Party of Virginia.  This meeting will
be held via zoom.  RPV will be selecting its officers and determining the method of
nomination for the 2021 Governor/Lt. Governor/AG races.  
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